Strategic Partners Membership is the premier class of MFA Membership for select service providers. MFA Strategic Partners play an important role in furthering MFA’s mission of achieving industry wide sound business practices and fostering growth of the alternative investment industry.

The Strategic Partner Leadership Council offers Strategic Partners increased leadership opportunities within the organization, while also highlighting contributions to MFA’s conferences.

* denotes a member of the Strategic Partner Leadership Council

Strategic Partners include individuals affiliated with the following firms:

- Bank of America Merrill Lynch
- Bank of New York Mellon Alternative Investment Services
- Barclays
- Citco Fund Services (USA) Inc.
- Citi
- Credit Suisse *
- Deloitte
- Deutsche Bank *
- EY
- Goldman Sachs & Co.
- HSBC Global Banking and Markets
Understanding Hedge Funds
Learn about the hedge fund industry and investing strategies through our monthly e-newsletter.
Enter Your Email Address
Archive More MFA Newsletters

MFA Policy Brief
The latest news on legislative and regulatory issues affecting the hedge fund industry from Washington, D.C. and beyond.
Enter Your Email Address
Archive More MFA Newsletters

Hedge Fund Investor Map
Managed Funds Association’s Hedge Fund Investor Map is a new and unique educational tool that offers a comprehensive look at the institutional hedge fund investor landscape in the U.S.